






What follows is the 

result of a 24-hour 

search on the Web
… a second is presented

thanks to: Google Image Search “Tino Sehgal”; Flickr search “Tino 

Sehgal”; Instagram search “Tino Sehgal”, 15-23 August 2018.



Enduring Liveness
An Imaginary Retrospectve of Tino Sehgal’s 
Constructed Situatons

The key functons of a museum are collectng, 

preserving and presentng, and informing the public 

about culture and art. Performance art has been 

notoriously difcult for museums to handle. Despite 

the ‘easy’ presentaton, the non-materiality 

of the artorm challenges a museum’s conventonal 

methods and practces. Artst Tino Sehgal added 

to these problems by insistng that his performances, 

or beter his ‘constructed situatons’, absolutely 

cannot be documented in any way or form. While 

several books and some catalogues have been writen

about his work, none of them include images 

of actual performances. 

Resistng documentaton has a long history in 

performance art. For example, performance artst Peggy 

Phelan is much cited for her critiue on documentng live 

performances. While Phelan emphasizes that one should 

never document live performances, as it defes 
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the essence of the artorm and is also a poor substtute 

for the real event, Sehgal’s resistance to documentaton 

is focused on the insttutonal. As a politcal and social 

comment on the museum, Sehgal decided not to play 

by the rules of the museum game and instead proposed 

his own rule set. However, instead of breaking with 

the system completely by rejectng the insttutonal 

altogether, which would be afrmatve and not 

necessarily very interestng, Sehgal manages to turn 

the tables and tries to slowly change conventons from 

within. Some of the traditonal museum’s infrastructures, 

such as fxed opening hours and selling his works 

in editons, are followed. In doing this, his constructed 

situatons functon similarly to other material objects, 

except for the ban on any form of (ofciala 

documentaton. This also means that there are no writen

instructons that can be executed or any other props 

or documents that can be (reasold, as was the case with 

many earlier performance artsts or conceptual artworks. 

For each performance Sehgal sets up the inital parameters 

and subseiuent steps unfold in collaboraton with the other 

players: the space, the light, the guards, the visitors, and in 

some cases the weather. As he observes, “there is 

a heightened framing of the social exchange but in the act it 

can be messy”. At the same tme, similar to Phelan and other 

live performance artsts/choreographers like her, Sehgal 
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is wary about people’s impulse to mimic visual documentaton 

without comprehending the principles of a performance. 

While documentaton for the purpose of re-performance 

or re-interpretaton may well hinder the inital intentons of 

the maker, documentaton can also become part of the act. 

Now that documentaton has become ubiiuitous and circulates 

through multple layers of hardware, sofware and code into 

different cultural and social corners, its functon has changed and it 

can transform into something other than merely a representaton 

of a specifc moment. As soon as a photograph is uploaded online it 

endures in the fows of users’ online feeds – propelled by its 

metadata and various algorithms the image multplies across all 

kinds of users, tmes and contexts. In this sense the performance 

and its documentaton start to overlap as the documentaton 

generates new kinds of movement and turns into a process of 

re-performance rather than a representaton of a past event. 

As artst Amelia llman says of her performance on Instagram and 

Facebook “when the audience look at the image and react […] that 

is the moment when the performance really happens” (Wood 2017, 

76-7a. Seeing documentaton as capturing an event fails to recognize

the transformatve potental of documentaton as event. In other 

words, being informed and regulated by invisible systems and 

algorithms, from its creaton to its dispersal, documentaton is not 

merely a means to mediate something but becomes co-consttutve 

of the event. Enduring liveness begins once a buton is pressed 

despite the watchful eye of a guard.

While I sympathize with Sehgal’s aims and ideas, I’m also intrigued by 

the numerous ways in which documentaton has developed and expanded 

over the last two decades with more and more photos and videos 

appearing online. In this catalogue three perspectves are presented that 
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open up the potental of documentaton as a method to generate new 

artculatons and ways of understanding, thinking and performing. 

Countering the “no photos allowed” from the museums’ press releases, 

with the documentaton used by online news outlets and that created 

by visitors, the experience of being present at the performance can no 

longer be considered as a fxed or even fnal perspectve. Instead 

the constructed situatons contnue to act through viewing, capturing 

and circulaton. Navigatng the various documents that are created 

idiosyncratcally according to access (having a camera and an Internet 

connectona or choice (being willing or courageous enough to take a photo 

and challenge the rulesa, the Imaginary Retrospectie of Tino Sehgal adds 

to what theatre and performance scholar Sarah Bay-Cheng beautfully 

describes as “a multvalent experience that is shaped and constructed 

by the individual experiences, choices, and negotatons of all partes within

a connected network of informaton, sensatons, and varying access points”

(2012, 36a. At the same tme, it might open up a desire for new 

performance to emerge.

Text and selecton by Annet Dekker
Copy edit Mark Poysden
Amsterdam, 2018

Footnotes
 

1. Sehgal acknowledged the impossibility of preventng people from taking 
pictures a few years ago; nevertheless the “hype” around “no photos 
allowed” contnues to thrive. (Collins 2012; Durrant 2013a. Moreover, his 
ambiguous ban, allowing some and not others to take images, further 
enforces the distncton between audience/amateur and high 
art/professional practce.
2. Quote from personal notes taken during a workshop by Tino Sehgal at 
Sonic Acts Festval, Amsterdam 2012.
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“No photos allowed” [the museum]
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“No traces” [the press]
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The Kiss
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Dorian Batycka, “Encounters In_Situ”, Contemporary Cruising, November 2015.

credit: Tino Sehgal, Kiss, Kiasma, Helsinki 2015.

htp://www.contemporarycruising.com/ssTTinoSSehgal
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Italian Newspaper, eleonora_desants, 20 March 2018

Credit: disegno di Diego Perrone inspirato all “opera Kiss” di Tino Sehgal (2003).

htps://www.instagram.com/p/Bgib7J1lNgM/
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This is So Contemporary
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Annet Midgete, “You Can’t Hold It, But You Can Own It”, The New York Times, 25 November 2007.

Credit: Tino Sehgal, second from lef, rehearsing “This Is So Contemporary” for the Venice Biennale in

2005. Jason Schmidt. htps://www.nytmes.com/2007/11/25/arts/design/25midg.html
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Kelly Huang, “This is so contemporary!”, art21 magazine, 28 October 2009.

Credit: Tino Sehgal rehearsing with interpreters.

htp://magazine.art21.org/2009/10/28/this-is-so-contemporary/
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Ben Davis, “Photos for Tino”, artnet Magazine, 11 July 2010.

Credit: Photo of Tino Sehgal’s This is So Contemporary at the Venice Biennale 2005, from

www.kopenhagen.dk.
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This is Propaganda
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“Voyeurism” [the visitor]
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